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Abstract 

In this paper, using dynamic channel allocation scheme, we 

have examined the carrier to noise ratio concerned with the 

system and by conducting channel search based on finding an 

associated low carrier to noise ratio, we show that our system 

provides a low blocking probability. We have examined 

various performance evaluation parameters show that our 

scheme improves the system performance under various 

parameter settings. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The demand for wireless communication has consistently 

exceeded the capacity of available technologies. A problem 

essentially unique to wireless network is the extremely hostile 

and random nature of radio channel and uncertainty in the 

demand of channels by users. Since the users may request 

service from any physical location while traveling over a wide 

range of velocities, the network switches are forced to hand 

over calls imperceptibly between base stations throughout the 

system. The radio spectrum available for wireless network is 

limited, and hence is constrained to operate in a fixed 

bandwidth to support increasing number of users and high 

data rate demands. As the wireless network grows, the 

necessary addition of base station increases the switching 

burden on the network switches. One of the prime issues in 

such network design is how to use the channels effectively for 

communication purpose. Another issue is interference due to 

massive number of users and other parameters. Unlike wired 

communications which benefits from isolation provided by 

cables, wireless users within close proximity can cause 

considerable interference to one another. Hence to overcome 

such factors, the concept of cellular wireless mobile network 

was introduced where each cell is allocated a portion of the 

total frequency spectrum. For efficient utilization of the radio 

spectrum, frequency reuse schemes that are consistent with 

the objectives of increasing capacity and minimizing 

interferences are required. Frequency reuse is a technique of 

reusing frequencies and channels within a communication 

system to improve capacity and efficiency. By using multiple 

access techniques, the channels assigned to a cell are shared 

by mobile stations located in the cell. There are two 

approaches for channel allocation, viz.  

1. Centralized approach in which requests for channel 

allocation are handled by a central controller that has 

access to system wide channel usage information [1, 2, 

3, 4, 8]. 

2. Distributed approach where the base stations and/or the 

mobile hosts monitor the signal to noise ratio of relevant 

channels and exchange this information [5, 6, 7]. 

Yet, the major problems of wireless communication are 

limited available bandwidth and more frequent spurious 

disconnections. Consequently, communication latency rises 

because of frequent retransmissions, larger time-out delays 

and more error-control protocol processing [11]. Based on co-

channel separation the channel allocation schemes are 

classified as fixed, dynamic and hybrid.  

Fixed Channel algorithm conducts a fixed assignment of 

channels per base station while for the dynamic channel 

algorithm (DCA), a base station can handle all the channels 

for the system and dynamically allocates suitable channels to 

minimize interference conditions.   

In this paper, using dynamic channel allocation scheme, we 

have examined the carrier to noise ratio concerned with the 

system and by conducting channel search based on finding an 

associated low carrier to noise ratio, we show that our system 

provides a low blocking probability. We have examined the 

corresponding force termination probability as well. 

We begin the next section with describing the system model 

and the various parameters used.  

 

SYSTEM MODEL 

Allocating available resources  

The system modeling begins with dividing the entire 

considered geographical area into hexagon cells as shown in 

fig. 1. 

We divided the entire area into 19 cells. Thus we have defined 

model cluster size of 19 and total channels to be 190 so that 

each cell contains 10 channels. 
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Figure 1: Cell layout showing total 19 cells   

(with cluster of 7). 

 

Construction of cell layout 

First we have stored the positions of base-stations in a 219
matrix, the two columns storing the x and y coordinates of the 

base station. This is accomplished by taking each cell to be of 

radius 1, and calculating all the positions using the fact that 

each cell is hexagonal.  

 

 

Figure 2: Mesh Pattern for the cell layout 

  

Random location of users has been taken for each of the 19 

cells. 

Then, Co-channel interference is taken care of using cell 

wrapping technique. This means that since the environment of 

boundary cells is different from the intermediate lying cells so 

the here boundary cells are regarded as the neighbors of 

boundary cells located almost directly opposite the cell layout.  

For Call generation, in each time period we analyze for 

counting the “not connected” users, using a random function. 

If this function returns a value greater than our chosen fixed 

average arrival rate during every time period, then we allow 

our user to start the call and using a counter we count all such 

initiated calls.  

Also, every initiated call has its own call holding time, and the 

initiated call is terminated after such a time. The holding time 

of each call is subject to exponential distribution with a mean 

value.  

 

Channel assignment 

We begin with analyzing uplink power strength from a user 

who has initiated call to the base station. Mathematically, this 

can be obtained by calculating the corresponding carrier to 

noise ratio. In order to obtain this ratio we have incorporated 

path loss as well as attenuation due to shadowing.  

If the incoming carrier strength in microwatts is cP  and the 

noise level, also in microwatts, is nP then the carrier-to-noise 

ratio NC in decibels is given by the formula 
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By incorporating of contribution from every user that can 

cause interference and finally adding them up, we obtain the 

total interference in the denominator of )2.(Eq . Now the 

total carrier to Noise plus Interference ratio can be obtained as 

follows:
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where  NC /  and  IC / is substituted from )1.(Eq and 

)2.(Eq respectively. By analyzing the achieved value of this 

ratio compared to a threshold value, a call is accepted or 

blocked.  

 

We have set up a counter for these blocked calls and the 

results so obtained by varying the number of users per cell are 

discussed in the next section. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results as calculated for call blocking probability varying 

as a function of time period is shown in Fig.3 

 

Figure 3: Call blocking probability as a function of time for 

various number of users per cell 

 

We have compiled our analysis with varying number of users 

per cell (for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 users per cell in Fig.3) and the 

plots shows that after initial fluctuations, our system achieves 

stable and low blocking probability.  

In the next section we bench mark our results with a 

theoretical analysis.  

 

Theoretical Analysis 

In this section we benchmark the results from the system 

model with the theoretical model proposed using Engset’s loss 

formula.  

 

Figure 4: Comparing theoretical and simulation results 

 

Let we Consider sn  be the number of users and  cn  be the 

number of channels and let   be the mean call arrival rate per 

user (which is not connected) and  be the mean call holding 

time. Then According to Engset’s loss formula 
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The mean call blocking probability as calculated from Eq.4 is 

plotted in Fig. 4.  

 

The quadratic fit parameter corresponds to the equation 

32

2

1 pxpxpy   with coefficients 

049732.0,0313324.0,0004908.0 321  ppp   

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the theoretical results also agree 

very well with the results of our system model.   
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